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Introduction
Since the landmark publication of the 1966 U. S. Department of Education study titled Equality of Educational Opportunity (aka The Coleman Report), hundreds of studies in the economics and education literatures have estimated education production functions to examine whether educational "inputs" correlate with cognitive achievement. Perhaps the major obstacle in production function estimation is that the decisions that a parent makes depend on their child's characteristics. Because many of the child's characteristics that affect these investment decisions are unobserved to the analyst, this gives rise to an endogeneity problem. Intuitively, if a parent adjusts to a change in unobserved innate characteristics by increasing or decreasing their investments depending on whether the change is favorable or not, then these unobserved characteristics and inputs are correlated and biased estimates result. Many researchers interpret these unobserved factors to be either innate ability or unobserved ability heterogeneity.
Many classic studies in the economics literature, including Ben-Porath (1967) and Griliches (1977) , emphasize that unobserved ability is an input into the production of human capital, but are ambiguous about how they influence human capital accumulation. As a result, within the economics of education literature researchers often use imperfect proxies for unobserved ability or assume their impacts are constant over time or between siblings including twins. These strategies allow the researcher to either (partially) control for this factor or difference it out in the analysis. However, a large and growing multi-disciplinary literature summarized within Knudsen, Heckman, Cameron, and Shonkoff (2006) and Cunha, Heckman, Lochner and Masterov (2006) has demonstrated the malleability of cognitive (and non-cognitive) ability during childhood. 1 These skills are not fixed following conception but rather are related to development of specific brain structures that emerge from both epigenetic and genetic processes. Since unobserved ability heterogeneity is potentially an important contributor to the development of human capital, 2 it would be advantageous to account 1 Evidence that gaps in unobserved (cognitive) ability between individuals develop at early ages has been documented within economics (Carneiro and Heckman (2003) ) as well as the child development literature (e. g. Shonkoff and Phillips (2000)). 2 Within the labor economics literature the empirical importance of unobserved ability heterogeneity to lifetime 2 for its impacts when estimating education production functions in a more flexible manner than existing methods. More generally, to obtain unbiased parameter estimates of educational inputs researchers must properly control for unobserved ability when estimating education production functions.
Since human capital accumulation is a dynamic processes, it is important to understand how the role of heterogeneous ability evolves over the lifecycle, particularly during periods in which it is most adaptable to policy intervention. To estimate the changing importance of heterogeneous ability differences on academic performance, we introduce a straightforward empirical approach that permits estimation of the time-varying effect of unobserved ability heterogeneity within the standard framework of education production functions. 3 Our empirical strategy exploits the triangular structure implied by the underlying model of human capital production and it is important to state explicitly that this empirical approach does not require measures that either proxy for unobserved ability or make assumptions regarding the process by which unobserved ability develops over the lifecycle. 4 Most importantly, the estimates provide guidance on not only the changing impacts of unobserved ability heterogeneity at both different ages and in different subject areas, but also shed light on how researchers should treat this factor in their analyses.
welfare has been clearly demonstrated. Keane and Wolpin (1997) report that age 16 measures of unobserved ability endowments account for 90% of the total variance in lifetime earnings. Murnane, Willett, and Levy (1995) find that a substantial fraction of the rise in the return to educations between 1978 and 1986 for young workers is attributable to a rise in the return to ability. Heckman and Vytlacil (2001) find this result robust only for a portion of the sample with high scores (in the fourth quartile) on the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery achievement test. 3 The relationship between empirical specifications of education production functions and the underlying theory is examined in Todd and Wolpin (2003) , Boardman and Murnane (1979) and Hanushek (1979) . Researchers have also studied the appropriateness of different specifications of an education production function by considering the functional form (Figlio (1999) ), levels of aggregation (Hanushek, Rivkin and Taylor (1996) , relevant control variables (Haveman and Wolfe (1995) ) and what constitute the appropriate measures of school output (Card and Krueger (1992) ). 4 The empirical strategy allows the observed education inputs to both have impacts that vary at different ages and where these inputs could be potentially correlated with the time varying unobserved ability heterogeneity. We discuss the conditions to achieve consistent estimates with both exogenous and endogenous inputs. 3 To improve our understanding of the importance of unobserved ability heterogeneity in the production of achievement at different ages we use experimental data from Tennessee's Student/Teacher Achievement Ratio experiment, known as Project STAR. We make use of the feature that teachers were randomly assigned within schools to classrooms in each year of the experiment to overcome important sources of bias in estimating education production functions, including student-teacher sorting bias (Rothstein (2010) ). We empirically demonstrate that it is important to account for the time-varying effects of unobserved individual ability heterogeneity, particularly in reading, listening skills and word recognition. Further, specification tests suggest that this factor should be treated as endogenous in the empirical analysis. While our empirical application is within the economics of education, this empirical strategy could be used in other contexts where unobserved unit-specific heterogeneity is believed to play an important role and may have time-varying impacts. For example, this strategy could be used to estimate whether this source of unobserved heterogeneity accounts for much of the gaps that develop among individuals, groups, countries on outcomes such as health and wealth accumulation.
Similar to Andrabi et al (2011) dynamic panel methods are used to estimate an education production function. The approach introduced differs from commonly used strategies by exploiting the triangular structure of the underlying economic model of human capital accumulation, allowing us to i) provide a structural interpretation of what is often termed the persistence parameter, 5 ii) relax some of the assumptions implicitly made when using a traditional value added estimator, and iii) easily employ semiparametric estimators to explore the extent of student heterogeneity in their endogenous learning rates. 6 We present evidence of substantial heterogeneity in learning rates across students, particularly in mathematics. 5 Andrabi et al (2011) conclude their investigation by stating that the economic interpretation of the persistence parameter remains an area open for enquiry. This paper is able to provide a clear economic interpretation by exploiting the triangular structure of the underlying economic model. 6 As we discuss in further detail in the next section, feasible approaches to estimate conditional quantiles with panel data and endogenous regressors are difficult to develop since standard demeaning (or differencing) techniques do not generally remove the time-invariant unobserved heterogeneity. Our approach involves first solving for the unobserved heterogeneity so that estimators based on the  1 -norm penalty can be utilized. 4 The empirical strategy introduced in this paper can be widely applied given the growing availability of both longitudinal data sets and administrative databases that allow researchers to track students as they develop. Researchers only need to have access to at least two years of data on both education outputs and inputs. 7 Our results not only shows the benefits of a more general treatment of unobserved ability but also demonstrates how the inclusion of lagged observed inputs can affect the interpretation, magnitude and statistical significance of coefficients on contemporaneous inputs when estimating education production functions. Thus, decisions on how to operationalize the conceptual specification of the education production function can explain differences in research findings across studies that use the same data source, even when the data used is collected from an experimental design. Since the empirical strategy introduced imposes fewer restrictions on the production process it could also serve as a nice complement to analysis using alternative specifications of education production functions, to determine if results are robust to the possibility that unobserved ability heterogeneity has distinct effects on achievement at different grade levels.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the general conceptual model of cognitive achievement and introduce an empirical strategy that allows for very general patterns of the impacts of both observed and unobserved inputs to the education production process. The estimator requires that a researcher has at least two years of data on education outputs and inputs and identifies the time-varying impacts of unobserved ability heterogeneity using a GMM procedure.
We detail the conditions under which this empirical strategy can obtain consistent estimates of the production function parameters, both with and in the absence of ideal data. 8 Project STAR 7 In addition, as we detail in Section 2 a moment condition needs to be satisfied and there are specification tests available to examine the validity of exclusion restrictions using lagged outputs. 8 As such, the empirical strategy we discuss nests several popular approaches to estimate education production functions. These approaches place implicit and constraining assumptions on how the impacts of both observed and unobserved inputs to the production process vary as a person ages. Recently, Todd and Wolpin (2007) use NLSY79-CS data to investigate the assumptions underlying commonly used achievement production functions (assuming the impact of unobserved ability heterogeneity to be time invariant) and found little empirical support for these assumptions. Our results also complement Andrabi et al (2011) who demonstrate that failing to properly specify and estimate education production functions can yield wildly different results, particularly when there are large gaps in baseline achievement. In Section 4, we conduct model specification tests to determine which (if any) of these 5 experimental data is described in Section 3. The empirical results that shed light on how researchers should treat unobserved ability heterogeneity are presented and discussed in Section 4. In this section, we also demonstrate that the sign, magnitude and statistical significance of the impact of educational inputs on measures of academic performance is sensitive to restrictions imposed on both unobserved ability heterogeneity and the empirical specification of the education production function. A concluding section summarizes our findings on how researchers should empirically treat unobserved ability heterogeneity in their analyses and discusses direction for future research.
Economic Model
We draw on the human capital production function framework introduced by Ben-Porath (1967) and extended by Leibowitz (1974) to the context of investment in children. The general conceptual model depicts the level of achievement,   , for a given student  at a point in time  to be a function of the full history of family, community, school inputs and own innate ability. These variables may interact with each other in a nontrivial, unknown way. This general model expresses current achievement over time as
where   is a vector of individual and family characteristics,   is a vector of school and community characteristics,   is a vector of individual current unobserved heterogeneity, including such factors as student innate abilities and determination and   is assumed to be distributed with zero mean and no serial correlation. Empirical researchers estimate education production functions to understand the nature of this dynamic process and to assess how specific inputs influence the development of   . alternative assumptions is supported. 6 
Empirical Cumulative Model
Linearizing the achievement relationship (equation (1)) yields
We are essentially extending the traditional panel data model by imposing a multi-factor error structure, where   is a vector of factor loadings and   corresponds to common unobserved factors. 9 Since the regressors can include higher order terms and interaction terms to capture nonlinear relationships, the linearization of the theoretical model imposes few restrictions other than additive separability of   and the idiosyncratic error terms onto the theory. For ease of exposition, we will assume that   is a individual scalar. Note, the classical individual effects model that is used in the economics of education literature can be obtained by setting   = 1. 10 We place no restrictions on how   ( = 0   ) evolves over time, allowing us to re-express the relationship as
where   is a matrix containing the intercept and all the inputs, ([1      ]) ∀  that we will assume are independent from   . 11 Note that    represents the matrix of the estimated coefficients that 9 For ease of exposition, we will ignore factor dynamics and assume that   is a individual scalar fixed over time.
Strategies to estimate panel data models with multi-factor error structures are developed in Bai (2009) (2), assuming only the current serially uncorrelated residual is included. Todd and Wolpin (2003) include current random shocks but not the full history in equation (2) and assume that shocks are serially correlated.
Hanushek (1979) does not include residuals in equation (2) . 11 Later in this section, we discuss how one could estimate education production functions with both time varying ability heterogeneity and endogenous inputs. 7 capture how all the inputs from period  affect achievement in period  Similarly, the relationship in the previous period can be expressed as
Notice the difference in coefficient vectors between equations (3) and (4) as distinguished by superscript T and T-1. We do not impose any restrictions on how the effects of the full set of education inputs on achievement levels varies over time. Further note that the system of equations generated by equations (3) and (4) is triangular in structure. Reexpressing the relationship in equation (4) as a function of unobserved heterogeneity yields:
Substituting equation (5) into equation (3) yields
where (6) will not yield unbiased estimates since   −1 is correlated with the error term   , which contains   −1 -a component of   −1  An instrumental variables (IV) approach can be used to overcome this endogeneity problem and provide consistent estimates of the parameter     −1  the ratio of the cumulative effect of individual unobserved heterogeneity (i.e. innate ability) between  and  − 1. Candidates for instruments in this setting could be suitably lagged endogenous and predetermined variables such as test scores from period  − 2 or earlier, or differences in lagged test scores. 12 Efficient GMM estimation will typically exploit a larger number 12 Similar to the dynamic panel data literature (Arellano and Bond (1991) ), identification of the model via lagged dependent variables as instruments requires restrictions on the serial correlation properties of the error term. The moment conditions (using test scores in levels and ignoring other covariates) in this case are given by [(  −     −1   −1 ) − ] = 0 ∀ = 2   − 1 and  = 3  More generally, if the optimal vector of instruments for period T is denoted by    then [ 0    ] = 0 8 of instruments at each grade level as more information becomes available. This strategy provides a complete picture of how both observed inputs and unobserved heterogeneity affect achievement levels at different points in time. Finally, note if   contains endogenous inputs to the production process, consistent estimates of these factors could be obtained using the same IV strategy, provided one has access to enough additional instruments to identify both the impacts of these inputs and unobserved ability. 13 Hausman tests comparing IV and OLS estimates of equation (6) can be used to test for the endogeneity of educational inputs and unobserved heterogeneity. Researchers could also use estimates of equation (6) to conduct specification tests on  
. Tests on this parameter could be used to examine the validity of assumptions on the impacts of unobserved ability heterogeneity that several popular empirical methods adopt to estimate education production functions. 14 Even without data on the full history of inputs one can still account for the time-varying impacts of unobserved ability heterogeneity. For example, with only recent data on inputs beginning with period  ( =    ), we can use the same logic that generated equation (6) and express   as
where
Estimation of equation (7) could also be undertaken via instrumental variables estimation. Additional difficulties may arise in choosing lagged dependent variables as instruments for   −1 since    now implicitly contains inputs from earlier periods for which we have no data on. Lagged dependent variables are valid instruments, provided that for some period  ( −      − 1)  13 In this situation, the moment conditions are slightly more stringent. As in the previous footnote, if the optimal vector of instruments for period T is denoted by
where we define   to be the matrix consisting of   and all the residuals from all of the the first stage equations.
14 Appendix 1 reviews the three most popular empirical approaches to estimate education production functions, the contemporaneous model, linear growth model and value added model. These approaches are often taken due to data limitations but also ease of implementation. Each approach either implicitly assumes that the impacts of unobserved ability heterogeneity is fixed as a child ages or that the impact does not exist.
. This is an assumption similar to those underlying various value-added models but has 1) the advantage of allowing for time-varying impacts of unobserved ability heterogeneity, and 2) is somewhat less restrictive in assuming that some past achievement   is a sufficient statistic for  periods of lagged inputs as opposed to assuming the immediate past achievement   −1 as a sufficient statistic for all  − 1 periods of lagged inputs. Intuitively, this implies that the only way some past inputs could affect current achievement in equation (7) is through the lagged dependent variable. 15 Of course if one has access to exogenous variables other than lagged dependent variables, this assumption about how past inputs enter into the current education production process is unnecessary. As we will discuss in detail in section 4, we consider using information from both random assignment of kindergarten class type from the experiment itself and lagged test scores in other subject areas as instrumental variables. Lastly, it is important to note that it is possible to adopt the Arellano and Bond (1991) specification tests that detect serial correlation in the error term in a dynamic panel data model, where the disturbances are uncorrelated under the Null and follow a moving average process under the alternative. Results from these specification tests provide stronger evidence regarding instrument validity than traditional overidentification tests that are known to have poor statistical power. 16 In our analysis, we consider both OLS and IV estimation of equation (7) and similar to Dewey et al. (2000) we will conduct specification tests to determine if the unobserved ability input to the production process could be treated as exogenous. Further, we will test whether     −1 = 1 and consider the consequences of imposing this restriction on both the coefficients and statistical inference 15 Similar to footnote 11, with multiple endogenous inputs and   −1 , each element in the set of instruments   is required to be uncorrelated with all of the structural errors in the system of equations not just     16 Yamagata (2008) presents evidence that the small sample properties of the Arellano and Bond (1991) second order searial correltation specification test are quite good when using data sets composed of a large number of individuals/students and a small number of fixed time periods; a situation frequently encountered by researchers in the economics of education. Further, researchers should use these tests to investigate each moment condition separately since the absence of second order serial correlation does not rule out the existence of higher order serial correlation. After all, certain skills and abilities taught in ealy years may have differential effects on tests in different subject areas at different grades. of the remaining inputs; we will investigate situations where the data supports this restriction as well as when it refutes it. Finally, we will examine the consequences of imposing   = 0 ∀  the case where unobserved ability heterogeneity is ignored.
Last, a key advantage of estimating equation (7) in place of alternative equations that account for student unobserved heterogeneity with panel data is that many semiparametric estimators can be used. After all, as with non-linear panel data models, standard demeaning (or differencing) techniques do not result in feasible approaches with conditional quantiles. 17 By substituting equation In our context, with an endogenous regressor we can use the quantile regression instrumental variables (QRIV) estimator introduced in Cherzonukov and Hansen (2005) to determine if there are potentially different impacts from unobserved ability in different parts of the conditional achievement distribution within grades. 18 This estimator assumes that achievement outcomes are linked to the inputs to the production process by a structural quantile function that is strictly monotonically increasing in a nonseparable scalar disturbance; 19 where the disturbance is independent of the set of instruments. In addition, a rank invariance condition is required that imposes the assumption that a given unobserved factor would place each individual to be at the same percentile of the conditional 17 See Canay (2011) and the references within for more details on the challenges of estimating quantile regression models with exogenous covariates and panel data 18 We selected this estimator over other alternatives for quantile models with continuous endogenous regressors including those which use a control variable approach such as proposed in Imbens and Newey (2009), since the independence assumption on the instruments is weaker and more likely to be satisfied. That is, the instruments need only to be independent of just the structural error term and not both the structural and the reduced-form disturbances as in Imbens and Newey (2009). 19 Explicitly imposing monotonicity of the disturbance term on the distribution function is a very strong assumption. outcome distribution across all potential (unobserved ability) states. 20 Intuitively, using this estimator to recover     −1 provides us with an opportunity to examine whether there is heterogeneity in the learning rates over the student population.
Data
We use data from Tennessee's highly influential class size experiment, Project STAR to conduct this analysis. This experiment was conducted for a cohort of students in 79 schools over a four-year period from kindergarten through grade 3. Within each participating school, incoming kindergarten students were randomly assigned to one of the three intervention groups: small class (13 to 17 students per teacher), regular class (22 to 25 students per teacher), and regular-with-aide class (22 to 25 students with a full-time teacher's aide). Students who would newly enter the Project STAR schools in later grades were conditionally randomly assigned to class type. In each year of the experiment teachers were also randomly assigned to classrooms. This dataset has four features which make it ideal to use the empirical strategy described in the preceding section to improve our understanding of the impacts of unobserved ability. First, strictly speaking, one would need data from at least conception to estimate education production functions.
Randomization ensures that the requirement of exogeneity for the inputs holds in the initial period of analysis. Omitting pre-kindergarten inputs should not affect the coefficient estimate on class size or the other structural parameters in kindergarten. 21 Second, random assignment overcomes selection bias that arises not solely by decisions made by parents, but also by school principals.
School inputs are well known to be choice variables and with non-experimental data we would be required to find credible sources of exogenous variation to identify their impacts. Further, since teachers were re-randomized to classrooms each year, we can obtain unbiased estimates of the effects 20 See Chernozhukov and Hansen (2005) for details and proofs concerning identification. Estimation is performed in Matlab using software developed by Chernozhukov and Hansen and available for download at http://faculty.chicagobooth.edu/christian.hansen/research/ and inference is conducted using the robust standard error formula in Chernozhukov and Hansen (2008) . 21 The standard error or the precision of the estimates may be affected in this case.
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of both current and past teacher characteristics. 22 Third, this data set reduces measurement error from aggregation bias by precisely matching each student to the classroom and the teacher within This scaling offers an important advantage in the identification of     −1  the ratio of the effects of unobserved heterogeneity in between two periods. If the achievement measures in alternative years are not measured in units from the same scale, for example SAT scores and GRE scores, estimates of     −1 will combine information on the ratio of the effects of unobserved heterogeneity with the ratio that places these scores on a similar metric.
A challenge in using Project STAR data is that violations to the experimental protocol were prevalent. By grade 3 over 50% of the subjects who participated in kindergarten left the STAR sample and approximately 10% of the remaining subjects switched class type annually. Ding and Lehrer (2010) present evidence of selective attrition and demonstrate that the conditional random assignment of the newly entering students failed in the second year of the experiment. 24 In order to minimize issues related to the changing composition of the sample that may affect the estimates of unobserved ability heterogeneity, we only include students who participated in all four years of Project STAR and completed exams in all four subject areas each year in this study. Last, an important limitation of Project STAR data is that it contains no information on family inputs beyond free lunch status.
Summary statistics for this sample of 2203 students are provided in Table 1 . Each column presents summary information on this cohort of students with complete data at different grade levels. The percentage of this sample that receives small class treatment increases by almost one third over this four year period. While there are few differences in the percentage of the sample on free lunch across the grades, between grade levels approximately 15% of the students on free-lunch are new recipients. Since our test scores are scaled scores, they increase across the grades. Not surprisingly, there is a increase in the variance of both reading and word recognition tests scores over this period. In contrast, there is reduced dispersion in math test scores. Teachers in higher grades (on average) have more years of experience. In all of our empirical specifications the matrix   consists of class size, school effects, years of teaching experience, the education level and race of the teacher, the gender, race and free lunch status of the student  in year . 25 24 Among this group of students those on free lunch were significantly more likely to be assigned to regular (larger) classes. It should be noted that in 1986 attendance of kindergarten was not mandatory in Tennessee. Thus, students who entered school in grade one may differ in unobservables to those who started in kindergarten. 25 These variables are identical to those used in the base specifications in Krueger (1999) . For robustness, we replicated the entire analysis with two alternative specifications that allowed teacher experience to have nonlinear effects. The first approach allowed different impacts in each of the first two years and the second approach included experience up to a cubic. All of the results discussed in the next section are robust to these alternative treatments of teacher experience. Note that the results are also robust to using the full sample of kindergarten students where the samples are reweighted by either series logit estimates of the probability of remaining in the sample or the probability of writing the exam in the previous academic year.
Results
In this section, we present evidence that accounting for the time-varying impact of unobserved ability heterogeneity is important. Table 2 shows IV estimates of     −1  the ratio of the effects of unobserved individual heterogeneity from equation (7) using inputs from kindergarten onwards with two alternative instrument sets. As noted earlier, we first use initial class assignment by itself as an instrument since due to random assignment it should be uncorrelated with unobservables to the production process at every grade level. 26 Second, we use two or more periods lagged achievement scores from all of the other subject areas in the earlier grades. 27 That is, if we are instrumenting for second grade mathematics in equation (7), we can potentially use kindergarten and first grade test scores in the three remaining subject areas. Andrabi et al. (2011) present evidence that by employing test scores in other subject areas, biases from measurement error are reduced relative to using sufficiently lagged test scores in the same subject. To formally examine the validity of the exclusion restriction with these lagged test scores as instruments, we will conduct a simple modification of the Arellano and Bond (1991)  2 specification tests to see if lagged residuals in other subjects areas are sufficiently correlated with residuals in equation (7) . 28 Employing only the initial random assignment to class type as an instrument provides imprecise and statistically insignificant estimates of     −1 in each subject and grade. The sign and magnitude of     −1 varies substantially with this instrument. Examination of the first stage regression presented in the left panel of Table 3 , demonstrates that random assignment to a small class is a very weak instrument for every grade-subject area measure of   −1 . 26 Krueger (1999) verified whether individuals attended the class type to which they were assigned for 18 of the 79 STAR schools. 99.7% of the kindergarten students attended the class type to which they were assigned. However, if kindergarten class type is being used to instrument later class size and kindergarten class size is omitted from the estimating equation, class type may not be a valid instrument based on the cumulative model of achievement. 27 The second instrument set could expand in higher grades as more past test scores become available to serve as additional instruments, which presents efficiency gains. That is, when estimating the grade 2 achievement equations, test scores from kindergarten can be used as instruments, but both kindergarten and grade 1 test scores could be instruments for the grade 3 achievement equation. 28 Results from these specification tests are presented and discussed later in this subsection.
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IV estimates of equation (7) with the same education inputs but using two or more periods of lagged achievement scores in other subject areas as instruments, provide more precise evidence on     −1 . As indicated in the right panel of table 2, the estimated time-varying impact of unobserved ability heterogeneity appears fairly constant across grades in both mathematics and word recognition. In mathematics, the contribution of unobserved ability declines slightly (approximately 8%) between grades 2 and 3. However, in grade 3, the constraint that     −1 = 1 is supported. Results from t-tests of this constraint appear in the lower panel of Table 2 . With IV set 2, this constraint is firmly rejected in both grades 2 and 3 reading, grade 3 word recognition and grade 3 listening skills tests. Whereas the estimated magnitude of the time-varying impact in reading changes little across grade levels, the estimates suggest (on average) a declining role ( 1) for this factor. Overall, the positive impact of unobserved heterogeneity declines by approximately 7.97% between grades one to three in mathematics. In word recognition and listening skills the estimated magnitude of the time-varying effect respectively declines by 15.3% and 10.5% between grades 2 and 3. 29 On average, the estimated impact of unobserved ability heterogeneity on test scores in these three subject areas declines (on average) in grade 3 from grade 2.
IV estimates that use lagged test scores as instruments strongly reject the assumption that in grades 2 and 3 unobserved heterogeneity has no effect (i.e.   = 0 ) in all subject areas. It is important to note that the popular methods used to estimate education production function (reviewed in Appendix 1) assume that (if non-zero) the contemporaneous effects of unobserved heterogeneity are fixed. The results presented in table 2 indicate that this implicit assumption would only be satisfied in the subject area of mathematics with Project STAR data.
Intuitively, these empirical results confirm ideas from the education literature that students require more cumulative knowledge (i.e. literacy) in reading, listening and word recognition, and therefore less reliant on unobserved "ability". While acquiring mathematics knowledge is also a gradual process, the structure of test questions changes sharply from one grade to another. Mathematics tests in grades 2 and 3 focus less on recognizing shapes and numbers and more on problem solving, which requires the development of new mental skills to visualize problems (as opposed 29 Note the results are robust to using a single two-period lagged test score in the same subject area as an instrument.
to sounds or shapes). Taken together, the results in Table 2 suggest that one must account for unobserved heterogeneity in a flexible manner, both across time and in different subjects.
In order to examine the importance of accounting for unobserved ability heterogeneity we next calculated the partial R-squared for this variable. The partial R-squared ranged between 20 and 40% of the variation in test scores; the values were close to 40% in both grades 2 and 3 reading and mathematics. In all subject areas and grades, the inclusion of unobserved ability heterogeneity accounted for more than twice of the variation in test scores outcomes compared to what is explained by the full set of current and past observed education inputs. Table 3 indicates that weak instruments are not a concern for our instrument set containing lagged test scores from other subject areas. The first stage F-statistic of the hypothesis that the coefficients on the excluded instruments are all 0, range from 164.98 to 410.52, with a p-value less than 0.01 in all cases. Additionally, the individual coefficient on most of the instruments is significant at the 1% level, indicating that there is a strong first stage relationship with IV set 2.
The sole negative and statistically significant effect of an instrument on the endogenous regressor is Kindergarten word recognition on the grade 2 listening score and this arises due to its correlation with the reading scores in the instrument set. Excluding kindergarten reading as an instrument turns the effect of kindergarten word recognition on grade two listening to be positive and statistically significant and does not result in a different effect of unobserved individual heterogeneity on grade 3 listening from that which is reported in Table 2 .
To further assess the validity of IV set 2 (and the corresponding moment restrictions), we conducted tests of second-order serial correlation in the residuals from the full system of equations.
The test statistic, which is distributed (0 1) and the p-value of the hypothesis that residuals are serially uncorrelated are reported by instrument endogenous regressor pair in Appendix Table   1 . There is little evidence of higher order serial correlation in the residuals. There were only four exceptions where there is some failure at the 10% level and these instruments were removed from the specification. 30 Given few differences in the raw correlation between the outcome variables where failures of this test did or did not occur, we could not devise a rule of thumb that might predict when these failures are most likely to happen. Overall, the tests in Appendix Table 1 generally reject that there is second (or third) order serial correlation in the residuals, increasing our confidence that the statistical properties of the instruments are met.
The estimates presented in this subsection focus on the impacts of unobserved ability heterogeneity early in the life-cycle and it would be interesting to examine if and how they differ at higher grades. Unfortunately, while the publicly available data from Project STAR includes student achievement information collected after the experiment concluded from grades 4 through 8, there is no information on either contemporaneous student characteristics or family demographics collected for these grades as well as there only being partial information on teachers collected in grade 4. Thus, we do not have access to the same observed inputs in higher grades and this would require introducing alternative observed inputs when estimating equation (7). This alternative specification imposes slightly stronger assumptions on the production process and F-tests clearly reject the additional restrictions for each subject area in grades 2 and 3. Yet if more data becomes available and with alternative administrative databases that contain rich information on student performance and school inputs this analysis would be possible providing us knowledge on how the role of unobserved ability changes as one develops.
How should unobserved ability be treated?
To provide further guidance on how researchers should treat unobserved ability heterogeneity, we consider several alternative strategies to estimate equation (7) . Table 4 illustrates how the sign, magnitude and statistical significance of the estimated coefficient on four contemporaneous inputs (class size, student race, gender and free lunch status) from equation (7) differ based on how one treats     in equation (3). The first column contains IV variable estimates where the lagged achievement scores are used to identify     −1 and this is our preferred specification. Estimates of equation (7) between columns 1 and 2 differ in whether   −1 is treated as endogenous. Not surprisingly, given the evidence in Nickell (1981) , OLS estimates of     −1 presented in the second column are downward biased in all grades and subject areas when school fixed effects are included in the specification. Further, Hausman tests between OLS and IV estimates of equation (7) presented in Appendix Table 3 reject both the Null of exogeneity for the entire coefficient vector in all subject areas as well as     −1 by itself in grades 2 and 3. Thus, to estimate education production functions with Project STAR it is necessary to account for individual specific unobserved heterogeneity that is correlated with the full set of inputs.
In column 3 of Table 4 , we impose the restriction that     −1 = 1 that unobserved ability heterogeneity has the same effect in all periods when estimating equation (7) . As indicated in the lower panel of Table 2 , using estimates from column 1, we can reject this restriction for the grade 3 math, grade 2 listening and word recognition exams. If we impose the coefficient restriction for these grade-subject pairs, we do not observe many differences in the other coefficient estimates.
However, the residual variation increases due to misspecification resulting in larger standard errors. 31 In the remaining subject-grade pairs where estimates from column 1 reject restricting unobserved ability heterogeneity to have a constant effect, we find that in general the estimated coefficient on contemporaneous class size is larger in magnitude relative to column 1. Further, when restricting     −1 = 1 the impact of class size becomes statistically significant on the grade 3 word recognition exam and is roughly 40% larger in magnitude on the grade 3 reading exam. On the grade 2 reading exam, the coefficients on the student characteristics differ substantially in magnitude from those presented in columns 1 and 2. Last, as in the grade-subject pairs where the restriction cannot be rejected, the standard errors on the impacts of the other education inputs reported in column 3 increase in size relative to column 1. Taken together, these results indicate that the constant effect assumption, even when valid, could affect statistical inference of the education input estimates and when clearly rejected could lead to very different results.
In column 4 of Table 4 , we consider the consequences from omitting unobserved ability heterogeneity, that is,   = 0 ∀ . There are serious consequences from ignoring unobserved ability heterogeneity in the empirical analyses. Notice, that the coefficients on many student characteristics such as race or free lunch status increase sharply relative to those presented in column 1. This increase suggests that differences in ability heterogeneity which significantly affects achievement account for a large portion of the performance gap across ethnic and income groups. In addition, estimates of the impact of current class sizes often differ in significant ways between columns 1 and 4 of table 4. For instance, ignoring the role of ability would now suggest that small classes boost achievement on both grade 3 mathematics and grade 2 listening tests, but they are no longer effective for grade 3 reading and word recognition. The large differences in the estimated magnitude of these coefficients between columns 1 and 4 could have large importance for public policy but should not be a surprise since tests that     −1 = 0 using estimates from either columns 1 and 2 strongly reject this restriction for any grade and subject level.
In column 5, we employ the same instruments and estimator as column 1. These columns differ solely in the number of lagged observed inputs in the specification of equation (7) . 32 Estimates of     −1 as well as contemporaneous home and school inputs on achievement barely exhibited any differences between columns 1 and 5 of Table 4 for each grade-subject pair, only the sign but not the statistical significance of the impact of current free lunch status on reading in both grades 2 and 3 changed. This difference arises from the fact that kindergarten free lunch status has a large effect on grade 3 reading, so its exclusion in column 5 leads to omitted variable bias since free lunch status is highly correlated across grades. If one has access to more lagged years of observed inputs, it can reduce concerns related to omitted variable bias and increase the plausibility of using lagged tests scores as instruments.
Our results using Project STAR data suggest that in practice the data requirements to estimate equation (7) may not be difficult to satisfy. The results also reinforce that in the absence of clear exogenous variation in education inputs to identify their impacts, the assumptions a researcher imposes on the education production function may drive any conclusions. This suggests there may be benefits to examining the robustness of any findings from studies estimating education 32 As noted in Section 2 when we include fewer years of lagged inputs as controls, the exclusion restriction assumption may require greater defense in column 5.
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production functions to alternative assumptions on how historical inputs and unobserved ability influence achievement.
4.2 How much unobserved student-level heterogeneity is there in learning? Figure 1 presents QRIV estimates of     −1 at each vingtile and its 95% confidence interval as well as the standard instrumental variables point estimate for each subject in grades 2 and 3. Statistical tests within grades reject the assumption of constant effect across the conditional achievement distribution in all subject areas, providing clear evidence of substantial heterogeneity in     −1 . For instance, in mathematics the impact at higher deciles is statistically greater than 1, whereas the impact in the lowest deciles is significantly below 1. The impact at the highest deciles is approximately 54% larger in magnitude relative to the impact in the lowest deciles. 33 The gap between an individual at the highest quantile in both grades relative to an individual at the lowest quantile is over 115%. Not only can we reject the equality of     −1 across quantiles, but at a handful of quantiles in most of the panels contained in Figure 1 , the linear IV estimate is not contained within the 95% confidence interval of the QRIV estimate. Figure 1 suggests that even at early ages in school, large differences in the impacts of unobserved ability heterogeneity across the population appear. In each grade, the gaps in the impacts from unobserved ability across deciles are largest in mathematics and substantially smaller in word recognition. Across grades, the gaps between the highest and lowest quantile are fairly constant in mathematics but decrease by a large fraction in both reading, listening skills and word recogni- 33 With the exception of grade two word recognition individuals at higher deciles generally experience larger impacts from unobserved ability heterogeneity. Note since the specifications include a large number of explanatory variables caution should be taken with estimates at the extreme quantile (5/95) as the asymptotics rely on there being enough observations on both sides of the quantile in order to apply a conditional central limit theorem. More details and rules of thumbs are provided in Chernozhukov (2000) . The full set of QRIV estimates is available from the authors by Table 1 reported that the impact of unobserved ability was on average not significantly different from one in mathematics, Figure 1 presented substantial heterogeneity in these estimated impacts across the distribution. This heterogeneity further demonstrates that if rank invariance holds then traditional differencing approaches of education production functions may not be appropriate since for individuals at many quantiles unobserved ability does not evolve at a constant rate. In addition, from a policy perspective estimating quantile impacts of inputs to an education production function (in addition to mean impacts) is likely of importance since societal costs associated with poor human capital development exist primarily at the low end of the achievement distribution, with the costs increasing substantially at the very low end.
A potential concern with the earlier analyses relates to sample selection since we only included students who wrote all 16 examinations. Following Becketti et al. (1988) , we estimated a linear regression relating kindergarten achievement to both kindergarten inputs and interactions of these inputs with an indicator variable for whether the subject remains in our estimation sample. The estimates are presented in Appendix Table 2 and indicate that individuals who remain in our sample on average scored from 14.38 to 32.13 points higher on the respective kindergarten subject area tests relative to those whose records are dropped from the analysis. Thus, we postulate that our IV and QRIV estimates of the impacts of time-varying unobserved ability heterogeneity may be presenting a lower bound on their effects since we only include individuals who scored higher on their tests and likely have higher ability. 34 Further, reinforcing this conjecture is that since kindergarten was voluntary during this time, it appears plausible that parents who elected to start sending their children for formal schooling at a higher grade level would on average have children with a lower ability measure.
Comparing education production function specifications
Estimating equation (7) using lagged dependent variables as instruments not only allows researchers to recover the time-varying impacts of unobserved ability but also is more flexible in the restrictions 34 Without imposing additional assumptions on our empirical models, we are unable to state the direction of bias from sample selection unequivocally, particularly if there is selection to our sample based on unobserved factors. that the method imposes on how the impact of past observed education inputs decay compared to the popular approaches detailed in Appendix 1. Similar to Todd and Wolpin (2007) , when we compare models of education production based on the amount of historical inputs included, we do not find evidence to support restrictive models, which assume test scores depend only on contemporaneous inputs. In this subsection, we reinforce the findings from earlier research that lagged observed inputs matter in the production of current achievement and that the impact of different inputs decay at different rates, but it is important to repeat that the data also suggests that a more general treatment of how unobserved heterogeneity affects achievement is required.
Since the impact of unobserved ability heterogeneity varies between grades, this implies that researchers should be cautious in pooling data on student achievement across grade levels when estimating education production functions. If unobserved ability heterogeneity has differential impacts at different ages than restricting this parameter to have a common impact may introduce biases.
For example, the coefficients on contemporaneous inputs reported in table 4 varied sharply between grades 2 and 3, indicating that specifications which restrict contemporaneous inputs to have the same impact on contemporaneous achievements at different grade levels are highly restrictive. 35 In order to see which of the empirical specification is most appropriate for equation (1), we reestimate equation (7) by limited information maximum likelihood (LIML) allowing us to conduct model specification tests between this model and alternative specifications of the education production function. 36 We examine the less flexible methods common in the economics of education literature that are reviewed in Appendix 1. 37 Appendix Table 3 presents likelihood ratio test 35 Specification tests strongly reject empirical models that restrict the impacts of contemporaneous inputs to have the same effect on both grades 2 and 3 achievement levels. 36 LIML places additional distributional assumptions on the residual of equation (7), but it is asymptotically equivalent to the GMM strategy assuming homoskedastic and serially uncorrelated errors. While LIML is much less susceptible to weak instruments problem than 2SLS, it could result in drastically different estimates if the residuals are not normally distributed. As these distributional assumptions are unattractive, we only consider this method for the purpose of conducting these specific model specification tests. Note that the LIML estimates of     −1 did not differ substantially (i.e. less than an order of 3%) from the GMM estimates presented in Tables 2 and 4, and are available upon request. 37 The empirical methods discussed in Appendix 1 include current education inputs as explanatory variables and 23 statistics and their p-values from tests that compares the alternative nested specifications of the education production function. All of the p-values are well below 0.05, indicating that the restrictions of each approach reviewed in Appendix 1 are soundly rejected. Reinforcing this finding, it is worth pointing out that these differences in the specification of the education production function are highly relevant in practice as placing restrictions on the impacts of observed and unobserved inputs to the education production function leads to substantially different estimates and policy recommendations. In particular, estimates of the contemporaneous model (equation (8)) suggest that in all subject areas there is a large statistically significant benefit from reduced class sizes whereas the estimated impact of current class size on achievement from equation (10)) is opposite in sign to that presented in column 1 of Table 4 for all grade 2 subjects and for math in grade 3. 38 are known as i) the contemporaneous model, which assumes full and complete decay of the effects of all past observed and unobserved inputs    = 0 ∀ ∈ [0 − 1] and   = 0 ii) the linear growth model uses gains in test scores as a dependent variable and assumes that the effects of all past observed and unobserved inputs do not decay,    =  ∀   =   −1  and iii) value added model additionally includes   −1 as an explanatory variable, assuming that   −1 is a sufficient statistic for all past observed and unobserved inputs. For comparison, we use identical terminology to Todd and Wolpin (2007) to describe these empirical models. Within the economics of education literature other names do exist. It should also be noted that all of the empirical methods described in Appendix 1 can be nested within equations (7) assuming   is exogenous, which presents an opportunity to conduct a variety of simple specification tests. Using Wald tests that compare the more general model with one that is restricted and nested within the first model, we found that in all grades and subject areas, the restrictions that underlie each of the three empirical approaches described in Appendix 1 are rejected. Further, the results from grade 3 suggest that while   −1 is not a good sufficient statistic,   −2 indeed shows promise. Last, we also conducted model specification tests using the Akaike information criterion (AIC) methods and reached the same conclusions as those presented in Appendix Table 3 . 38 Estimates from the value added, linear growth and contemporaneous models of education production are available in Appendix table 5. Many of these models underlie specifications used in other studies that evaluate Project STAR data and reinforce our finding that different assumptions on the production process can lead to wildly different conclusions. In particular, estimates from the contemporaneous model suggest that smaller class size would boost achievement in all subject areas and grades. This model imposes the assumptions that both past inputs and unobserved ability do not influence current achievement, both of which are rejected by the data. The larger effect of class size results, in part, since Project STAR students were not re-randomized to different classrooms each year so the class size variables are highly correlated across grades and many of the estimates on past class size variables This set of results reinforces that even when studies in the economics of education literature use an identical data source, irrespective of whether the data is from an experimental or observational study, that the selection of which inputs to condition on, can drastically influence the conclusions that are drawn. Thus, it is important to examine the sensitivity of any conclusions to the specification of the education production function, since alternative specifications not just impose different assumptions on the impacts of lagged observed inputs but also on the role of unobserved ability heterogeneity.
Conclusion
In the economics of education literature researchers often implicitly assume that both the impact and stock of unobserved ability are constant over time when estimating education production functions.
This appears inconsistent with a rapidly growing body of scientific evidence which indicates that the impacts and development of these unobserved factors vary substantially over the lifecycle. In this paper, we propose specifications of an education production functions that allow for both timevarying unobserved ability within individuals and a more general decaying pattern of past inputs in an effort to improve our understanding of the role of time-varying unobserved ability heterogeneity in the education production process. We present evidence that accounting for both observed inputs and unobserved heterogeneity in a more flexible manner is both appealing and important empirically.
Our results suggest that unobserved ability is correlated with observed inputs to the production process. The impacts of unobserved ability on achievement between grade 1 to grade 3 diminish by approximately 9% and 15% in mathematics and word recognition (on average) respectively.
Since the effects of unobserved ability on cognitive achievement vary between 3 grade levels even in the same subject area, traditional differencing approaches of education production functions such as the within individual transformation may be invalid. Further, our results indicate that when estimating education production functions with data from multiple grade levels, researchers should be cautious about pooling data, which places unsupported restrictions on how contemporaneous when   = 0 presented in Table 4 are statistically different from 0.
inputs affect achievement measures. Finally, the impacts of unobserved ability vary substantially over the population particularly in mathematics.
Our analysis further supports earlier research that demonstrates how the different empirical approaches that are used to estimate education production functions can present substantially different pictures of the effectiveness of inputs such as smaller classes. Specifically, our results demonstrate that not only does the selection of observed inputs to condition on but also how unobserved ability heterogeneity is treated can influence the conclusions drawn even with experimental data from Project STAR. Thus, readers must consider the sensitivity of any findings to the credibility of the assumptions that the alternative approaches implicitly impose on the education production process when interpreting the evidence. 39 Since estimates of equation (7) include lagged educational inputs, one could also notice that the way in which home and school inputs decay varies in an unsystematic manner. This is suggestive that the restrictions imposed on both observed and unobserved inputs by traditional strategies to estimate education production functions could be quite restrictive and may further bias parameter estimates of observed educational inputs. The result that the impact of unobserved ability differs across subjects also has important implications for accountability and policies that both reward and make retention decisions for teachers based on value added. After all, if one were to ignore student unobserved ability heterogeneity in the analyses and if this factor has differential time-varying effects across subject areas as with the Project STAR data, then the resulting ordering of teacher effects may not reflect teaching quality but rather captures the nature of the subjects taught.
Although our empirical results may not generalize universally, they suggest that researchers should consider adopting more general estimation strategies that place fewer restrictions on the underlying model of education production, particularly given the increasing number of rich longitudinal education datasets being made available around the world. In particular, future research 39 Similarly, estimates of causal impacts from Project STAR differ based on the assumptions researchers use to handle violations to the experimental protocol (e.g. Krueger (1999) compared with Ding and Lehrer (2010) ). These studies also differ in the causal estimate reported and different results should not be a surprise if the class size treatment has different effects for different students.
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is needed with datasets that contain more years of both student achievement measures as well as inputs to the production process to understand how the effect of unobserved ability develops from early childhood to adolescence. Since the empirical strategy introduced in the paper exploits the triangular structure of the underlying model to identify the impact of time-varying unobserved ability heterogeneity, it may extend beyond education production functions and have implications for empirical researchers that seek to explain cumulative gaps between groups or countries such as growth or wealth as well as those working with other cumulative models of individual human capital development such as health production.
Our empirical strategy continues to impose two important restrictions on the production process.
First, education inputs are additively separable from unobserved ability heterogeneity. Second, unobserved ability is assumed to be captured by a unidimensional scalar term. Extending the methodology to allow unobserved ability to be multidimensional is clearly important since there is growing evidence from multiple disciplines that students not only demonstrate that they have a wide variety of cognitive and non-cognitive skills, but also the structure of questions on tests are sensitive to different kind of skills. However, Sarafidis and Robertson (2009) show that the GMM procedure considered in this paper may not provide consistent estimates of the time-varying impact of unobserved ability heterogeneity when the error has a multi-factor additively separable structure.
Thus, in future research we hope to extend the methodology described in this 
Appendix I: Traditional Methods to Estimate Education Production Functions
The three most popular empirical approaches in the economics of education literature to estimate education production functions impose assumptions on equation (2) regarding how the impacts of observed historical inputs into the production function decay. 40 These approaches additionally assume that (if non-zero) the contemporaneous effects of unobserved heterogeneity are fixed as students age.
The first approach is often referred to as the contemporaneous education production function as it only includes current measures of education inputs as explanatory variables. Researchers estimate
Unbiased parameter estimates from equation (8) require that past inputs to the production process and unobserved ability decay immediately. 41 The second approach requires that the researcher has access to two periods of achievement measures and is commonly called a value added model. This model reexpresses the achievement function as:
The inclusion of   −1 in the regression equation (9) is to pick up a variety of confounding influences including the prior, and often unrecorded as well as unobserved history of parental, school and community effects. Consistent and unbiased parameter estimates from equation (9) require that the effect of both observed and 40 We provide a brief review below and guide the reader to Todd and Wolpin (2003) for a more comprehensive discussion. 41 This requires    = 0 ∨ ∈ [0 − 1] and   = 0 Parameter estimates of current inputs would be biased if past inputs or unobserved ability both directly affect current achievement and are correlated with current inputs. unobserved factors in the production process to decay over time at the same rate as no past inputs and shocks are left unrepresented by  −1 . 42 The third approach is often referred to as either the linear growth or the gains model since the estimating equation is expressed as a function of the growth rate in test scores (∆  =   −   −1 ), 43 as
where e
Unbiased and consistent parameter estimates from equation (10) require that past inputs to the production process have constant impacts on achievement at different points in time. 44 42 This requires   =      −   and that any serial correlation is constant over time. Thus, the empirical strategy assumes   −1 to be a sufficient statistic of all the previous influences, which means that   −1 is a state variable following a Markov process. 43 This was introduced in Hanushek (1979) , who noted that if one were to assume that unobserved heterogeneity had a constant effect then by differencing equation (4) from equation (3) removes   from the regression equation. 44 This assumption is fairly restrictive as it implies that having a good second grade math teacher has the same impact on an achievement measure when an individual was in college as when she was a second grader. Note, a variant of the linear growth model allows unobserved heterogeneity to affect the growth rate of achievement. Researchers estimate
and several of these researchers argue that this would result in less bias for the empirical model than estimating equation (9) . For example, Zimmer and Toma (1999 p.80) state "by estimating the value added model the biases are reduced below that which would result from estimating levels of achievement because only the growth effect of innate ability is omitted." Such claims are unfounded since the focus is misplaced on the empirical model rather than the underlying model of cumulative achievement. Empirically, without data on innate abilities, one can not distinguish between estimates of equation (10) or equation (11). Note: In the top panel, specifications include school effects, the full history of student demographic (race, gender), free lunch status, class size, and teacher characteristics (race, gender, years of experience and highest education level completed). Robust standard errors in parentheses. ***,**,* indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level respectively. In the bottom panel, the chi squared-statistic and in parentheses the associated p-value from a two sided test that the parameter equals one are presented. In total, without missing data there are 2138, 2047 and 1973 individuals are used for regressions with outcomes measured in grades 1, 2 and 3 respectively. 
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Not included in specification
Note: Corrected standard errors at the classroom level in parentheses. The inputs contained in the specification at each grade level is identical to that in Table 2 and includes the teacher characteristics. The columns differ in the number of periods of lagged inputs that is listed in the first row and whether the impact of unobserved heterogeneity is fixed and is allowed to be correlated with the inputs. ***,**,* indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level respectively. The instruments for each column correspond to IV set 2 in Table 2 . The sample size is 2047 and 1973 observations for grades 2 and 3. 
Listening Skills
Grade
Figure 1: Instrument Variable and Quantile Regression Instrumental Variable Estimates of the Impacts of Unobserved Ability
Note: Specifications include the full history of inputs listed in Table 2 with IV Set 2 with robust standard errors. The sample size is 2047 and 1973 observations for grades 2 and 3.
.
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The y-axis on each graph is the coefficient estimate on the unobserved ability term. Not included as an instrument Note: Each cell contains the test statistic that is distributed standard Normal and the p-value of the test that the residuals in the row column pair are uncorrelated. . ***,**,* indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level respectively. Grade 
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